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Many Americans consider the United States as the Great Melting Pot or Salad

Bowl of the world, the home of multiple ethnicities and cultures. However, other
countries, including Brazil, also expanded through the arrival and immigration

of

differing ethnicities: including Germans, Italians, and Japanese. This paper will explore
the alrival of the Japanese in Brazil. I will begin by discussing the Japanese world wide
emigration patterns and the reasons Japanese immigration to Brazil expanded. Following

this discussion, the hardships and racists sentiment the Brazilian-Japanese faced during
the late 1930's through the Second World War will be explained. This discussion leading

into an account of the emergertce of Japanese Nationalist groups within Brazil. After this,
a

dialog about how the Japanese determination and hard work led to economic gain and

development profitable land

will occur. Lastly, I will

argue the ways this culture has

assimilated to their new home.
There are two factors tf,at initiated Japanese migration: the opening of previously
closed borders and financial unrest. With the collapse of the Tokugawa Shogunate
1868,

in

Meiji leader began to impose a new economic strategy by opening the Japanese

borders to Western Cultures. As a part of this new economic plan, students were sent
abroad "to learn Western

*uyr

so that upon their return they might apply the

necessary for the development of a sophisticated industrial

skills

society."l Furthermore, in

1881, "a deflationary economic policy was instituted to provide a monetary base for

modernization which pauperized the farm and labor population,"2 causing many to leave
the country searching for a better life
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Two directions of emigration occurred, one toward Korea, Manchuokuo, and
China and the second toward Hawaii, North America, and South America. kr 1908 the

first Japanese boat arrived in Brazil, the Kasato-maru.3 However, as anti- Japanese
Sentiment grew in North America during the World Wars, especially with the passing

of

racist legislation including: the Anti-Immigration Laws (which completely denied
entrance to Japanese immigrants) in both Canada

in

1923 and the United States

in 1924,

the Japanese began to migrate more to South American countries including Brazil. The
Japanese govemment promoted this migrant shift

bypromoting the South American

continent as the "'land of opportunity' in which Japanese emigrants could realize national

goals.'/ Taking a paternalistic role over her emigrants, the Japanese

passed Legislative

measures to protect emigration companies and aid the emigrant in his travel and

assimilation into a new country. Moreover, subsidies were given to emigration
companies for propaganda and campaign work which encouraged emigration.
These proactive measures by the Japanese to protect their emigrants led to the

development of a program "that was centralized and rational in its management

of

emigration to the country of Brazil."s This program caused a huge influx of Japanese
arrivals; "From 1925 until 1935 between 6,000 and25,000 Japanese entered Brazil,
establishing agricultural colonies on the jungle frontier."6 However, this prosperity was
short lived. Due to foreign and domestic pressures, including pressures from the United
States on Brazil to close her boarder to Asians and labor unions desiring immigration
quotas, the Brazilian legislature introduces a series of immigration quota laws
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L934,1935,1936, and 1938. To justify these new measures on November 10, 1936
President Vargas said: "Dealing with the question of foreign labor and

capital...immigration should be a factor of progress and not a cause of disorder and
disintegration. But clearly and definite immigration policy was essential. While it was
necessary to protect the country against excessive nationalism, steps had to be taken to

prevent the infiltration of elements likely to cause political or radical strife within

Brazil."7
The restrictions became more evident with the out break of World War II.

Similarly to the United States, the outbreak of the war brought the onset of racist
sentiment toward the Japanese. These sentiments grew even stronger when Brazil
declared war in Japan in June, 1945 and led to searches for fifth columnists within the

country.

'All

types of literature in Japanese were confiscated along with radios and

firearms. Japanese schools, organizations, and newspapers were closed, and the use of
the Japanese language was forbidden." However, the enforcement of these restriction

varied and few Japanese faced extreme hardships. One of the major concequences

of

these restrictions and legislative messures was the emergence of Japanese Nationalist

groups, including the Shindo-r,emmei. The most prominent and well known campaign by
the Shind-remmei occurred after the end of WWII.

Similarly as in the United States and throughout the world, Japanese descendants
reacted strongly to the dropping the atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the
Japanese unconditional surrender to end

World War

II.

Many could not believe the

reports of their Motherlands defeat. The Shindo-remmei argued that the media reports
were false and simply a propaganda scheme. The group argues that although, "everyone
7
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had seen a clumsily doctored photograph alleging to show Shigemitsu bowing to

MacArthur aboard the United States battleship Missouri anchored in Tokyo Bay. What
the scene really showed, they said, was the American surrender to the Imperial

representative."s The group even murdered Japanese that attempted to report the truth
and resisted the progranda of the Shindo-remmei. According to police reports the group

killed sixteen and wounded thirty.e The Brazilian government wanting to settle the
unrest turned to the United States for help in convincing the group that Japan had lost the

war. A group of

issei were even sent to Japan

in order to report the true conditions.

However, despite all of these efforts the Shindo-remmei persisted. Even today, the hurt
surrounding the deaf of Japan persists within the Brazilian Japanese communities.lo
Furthermore, comparatively to the United States, these limitations on Japanese

immigration did not last long. The Japanese were a major source of labor on the frontiers
and with the creation of these immigration quotas the frontier work had lost a major
source of laborers, forcing Brazilians to reexamine these legislative measures.

In 1957,

after determining these laws were "detrimental to the 'national welfare of Brazil... the

Braziliangovernment met with Kiezo Shibasawa at a Conference in Sao Paulo."ll This
conference caused the reopeniug of beneficial trade and emigration channels, the

founding of a Japanese steel mill in Brazil and an increase of Japanese shipyards. In fact,

"Following the end of World War II, Brazil was the first country to open up to renewed
immigration from Japm)'r2

t Smith, "The Ethnic Japanese," 61.
e

James Lawrence Tigner, "shindo Remmei: Japanese Nationalism in Brazil." The Hispanic American
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Despite the conference increasing the industrial relationship between Japan and

Brazil, as mentioned briefly e#ter, Japanese emigrants generally settled in the less
populated and the frontier areas of Brazil. The Japanese immigrant's hard work in the

agricultural sector of the Brazil economy was one of the major reasons for the raising

of

immigration restrictions. "The Japanese are one of the few immigrant groups that have
not been lured from the rural areas to the over-urbanized cities by the myth that 'city's
streets are paved with gold and jobs are plentiful."l3 Instead of going to the cities, the
Japanese immigrants largely remained in the frontier areas of

Brazil and bought

previously discarded "useless" land. With hard work and determination, the Japanese
transformed this "useless" land into beneficial and economically profitable properties.
The Japanese usually arrived in Brazil as contracted agricultural workers. Once
they arrived many were shocked to find, "Brazil was not yet an industrialized society,

working conditions were extremely hard and physical mistreatment was common."

14

They became even more disheartened when they leamed there were no schools or large

village settlements in the interior of Sao Paulo. In response to these substandard
conditions, many Japanese immigrants broke their contracts and fled the plantations,
earning the reputation of being unreliable. However, after fleeing the plantations, very

few left the country. Instead, as mentioned above, theybought extremely cheap land that
was so "poor in quality or so badly drained that no one else wanted

it."ls This land

became known as terra japon€sa, Japanese land. They remained in the frontier areas

13
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because most the Japanese immigrants previous livelihoods were in agricultural sectors:

"the tlpical ratio of farmers to'hon-farmers was 2:1."16
The Japanese also began agricultural cooperatives. Within these small Japanese

communities, theybuilt settlements, with schools being at the heart of the communities.
Conversely to when the Japanese first arrived in Sao Paulo, now there are schools all over
the interior of the state, "whicf now serve only Brazilians, The original setters have long
since moved on in search for better economic and educational opportunities."lT

Bostos, located in Westem Sao Paulo, is an example of a Japanese community
that transformed'korthless" land into desirable estates. The Bostos face multiple

geographical set-backs in being profitable farm lands including, "sandy soil with a low
water retention capacity and a low organic content (reducing crop yield sharply after a
year of cultivation) as well as infrequent frosts, heavy thundershowers, and hail, instead

of the two or three day soak necessary for hopical crops."l8 With these geographic
problems it is not surprising that the Brazilians avoided cultivating the area. However,
these issues did not prevent the Japanese from settling the area. After using the slash and

bum technique to clear the area, traditional Japanese crops were planted including: rice,
garden vegetables, bamboo shoots, and manioc along with coffee and cotton. Using

traditional Japanese tools and methods of growing and harvesting these crops prospered
in the Bostos. Eventually, the soil became depleted forcing the immigrants to move to

16

H.T.L. Quan, "Race, Nation, and Diplomacy: Japanese Immigrants and the Reconfiguration of Brazil's
'Desirables. "' Social ldentities lO.3 (2004): 347 .
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other areas. However, needing to settle and cultivate new land did not bother the
Japanese.le

In spite of this perceived isolation from the traditional Brazilian culture, the
Japanese immigrants slowly began to assimilate into their new country's

culture. These

cultural changes include: exchanging Japanese clothes for western clothing styles, the
architectural design ofbuildings no longer displaying ceremonial artifacts, the acceptance

of Brazilian girmes, a mixing of cultural foods, the acceptance of Portuguese as their
native language, an increase in the number of Japanese Brazilians recognizing themselves
as Catholics and bi-cultural marriages. Despite these obvious signs

of assimilation

as

of

1979 "very few issei (first gen-eration Japanese immigrants) have elected to become

citizens of Brazil, in part because the naturalized are subject to severe legal inequities in
that country, but also because they are unwilling to take the last irrevocable step toward
severing ties with their homeland."20 This stubborruless of the issei generation caused
some Brazilians to claim that tLe Japanese were

"like sulfur- insoluble."2l

The issei generations views towards interracial mariages are especially strong.
The rssef strongly resisted and withstood these mariages calling then zakkon, "mixed
marriage, but with the implications of mongrelization."22 However as the nisei (second
generation) grew and expressed pride in their new country, bi-racial marriages became
more common. In 1979 itwas estimated that 25%o of the unions were intermariages, a
number that has grown since.23 Curiously,

le

Hastings, "Japanese Emigration," 41
'o s-ith, "The Etlnic Japanese," 55.
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higher rate of intermarriages (18%) than other frontier areas (2.5Yoin Sao Paulo).24
These numbers have also gteat)y increased since the influence of the issei has decreased.

In conclusion, after the Japanese opened their boarders, emigrants from the
country traveled freely throughout the world, some following educational avenues and
others searching for economic gain. One of the countries that the Japanese became

increasingly friendly with was.Brazil, with the first ship arriving in 1908. Many of these

first immigrants were contract workers, but when they realized the poor work conditions
they faced on the plantations many fled. After leaving the plantations, most of the

immigrants remained in frontier regions, such as Bostos, working hard to change
worthless pieces of land into economically profitable properties. Although for most

of

history Brazil and Japan retained friendly relations, World War tr was a time a
heightened stress. With both domestic and foreign pressure, Brazilpassed anti-Japanese

legislation in the late 1930's and dwing the Second World War. This legislation,
although not long lasting, caus"ed the emergence of Japanese Nationalist groups including
the Shindo-remmei. After the Japanese surrender ending WWIL this group began a
campaign claiming the surrender was a fabrication of the allied forces and killing anyone

who disagreed with the faction. This group heightened tension between the JapaneseBrazilians and the native Brazilians. Despite these tensions, there is proof of assimilation
including: changes in clothing styles, architecture, food, religion, language, and most
importantly intermarriages. Although proportionately a small ethnic Soup in Brazil, the
Japanese-Brazilians have added a lot to the country economically and left an historic

footprint.
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